
A Brief Revisit To Chaos Theory 
 
I've written before about small, unexpected occurrences having a major impact 
upon investments and investors. Most recently, a small and relatively 
insignificant Tunisian occurrence leading to what we now refer to as the Arab 
spring with all of its unknown and unexpected consequences. Time will tell in 
this regard. 
 
Recently, some may have read or heard about huge natural gas discoveries in 
the Eastern Mediterranean primarily by Israel but also some others now finding 
reserves as well. Israel most recently entered into a joint venture agreement to 
develop these resources with Noble Industries. This will have far reaching 
consequences not only for Israel and some of her neighbors, but for Western 
Europe as well, with their dependence, currently, upon the Russians for their 
natural gas supplies.  
 
Over such as above are wars sometimes fought and this has a major influence 
upon economies and securities prices in general. 
 
Now, back to Chaos Theory. Does the name Kastelorizo ring a bell with you? 
Probably not and if not, put this one away for near to intermediate reference. As 
the story below, from the Middle East Forum points out, this small, somewhat 
insignificant island (no longer) in the Eastern Mediterranean could be the 
flashpoint for another confrontation or even war between the Turks and Greeks 
with possibly others getting into the mix. If you think there are problems being 
engendered by the current Greek financial crisis, imagine what the problems 
would be if this flashpoint actually gets ignited. Also, consider that both Turkey 
and Greece are NATO members and that has major security implications as 
well. The article, below, lays out some of the contingencies.  
 
Does a butterfly flapping its wings in China cause a tornado in Texas? Does the 
assertion of an economic zone in the Eastern Mediterranean cause a war that 
severely impacts the global economy and securities prices? What will investors' 
responses be to such an occurrence? We are always dealing with the unknown 
future and anyone who attempts to predict it with a high degree of confidence is 
a fool. There are just too many variables out there. The fog of war; the fog of 
investing! As the "Efficient Market Hypothesis" teaches us: everything that we 
know is already factored into the prices of securities and markets. The only 
thing that can move them is the unknown and unexpected. Kastelorizo is one of 
those "unknowns!" 
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Remember the name Kastelorizo; you heard it here first. 

It is the far-flung, easternmost island of Greece, 80 miles from Rhodes, 170 miles west of Cyprus, but 
just 1 mile off the coast of Turkey. Kastelorizo is tiny, comprising just 5 square miles, plus some yet 
smaller, uninhabited islands. Its 430 inhabitants are way down from 10,000 in the late nineteenth 
century. The Lonely Planet travel guide has picked it as one of the four best Greek islands (out of 
thousands) for diving and snorkeling. There's no public transportation from nearby Anatolia, only 
from distant Rhodes by airplane or ferry. 

Kastelorizo is off the Anatolian coast and between Rhodes and Cyprus. 

That Athens controls this wisp of land implies it could (but does not yet) claim an exclusive economic 
zone (EEZ) in the Mediterranean Sea that reduces the Turkish EEZ to a fraction of what it would be 
were the island under Ankara's control, as maps reproduced from the Cypriot newspaper I Simerini 
illustrate show. The top map shows the Greece claiming its full 200-nautical mile EEZ and controlling 
Kastelorizo EEZ (indicated by the red arrow); the bottom one shows the Greek EEZ minus 
Kastelorizo (indicated by the white arrow). 

Were Athens to claim its full EEZ, Kastelorizo's presence would make its EEZ contiguous with the 
EEZ of Cyprus, a factor with great import now, at a moment of massive off-shore gas and oil 
discoveries. Kastelorizo with an EEZ benefits the emerging Greece-Cyprus-Israel alliance by making 
it possible to transport either Cypriot and Israeli natural gas (via pipeline) or electricity (via cable) to 
Western Europe without Turkish permission. This has taken on special urgency since Nov. 4, when 
Turkey's minister for energy, Taner YÄ±ldÄ±z, announced that his government would not permit 
Israeli natural gas to transit Turkish territory; Ankara will likely also ban Cypriot exports. 

Turkey's Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoan and his ruling AKP party colleagues accept Greek 
control of Kastelorizo and its six nautical miles of territorial waters, but not more and certainly not its 
full EEZ rights. Indeed, in their eyes, Greek assertion of an EEZ constitutes a casus belli. By neutering 
Kastelorizo, Ankara can lay claim to large economic area in the Mediterranean and block cooperation 
among its adversaries. This is why the island could become a flashpoint. 



 

Several developments point to AKP intimidation of Greece concerning Kastelorizo. First, in 
September, it authorized a Norwegian ship, the Bergen Surveyor, accompanied by other sea craft, to 
begin prospecting for gas and oil south of Kastelorizo, including some of the island's continental shelf. 
Second, Turkish warships have trained with live ammunition between Rhodes and Kastelorizo. 
Finally, Turkish military aircraft four times in 2011 overflew Kastelorizo without permission, 
sometimes very low with reconnaissance aircraft. 

This bellicosity fits a larger pattern. The AKP government, especially since it has took full control of 
the armed forces in late July, has shown increasing hostility toward Cyprus, Israel, Syria, and Iraq. In 
addition, Ankara has long denied Cyprus its EEZ, so doing the same vis-Ã -vis Kastelorizo builds on 
an established policy. Indeed, the Turks' brutal, napalm-assisted 1974 conquest of the northern 36 
percent of Cyprus set a precedent for seizing nearby island territory. Grabbing Kastelorizo would 
require about as much time as reading this article. 

 
George Papandreou, then prime minister of Greece, 
visited Kastelorizo in April 2010. 

So far, responses to heightened Turkish aggressiveness in the Mediterranean have focused on 
deterring Turkish feints toward gas and oil reserves in the Cypriot EEZ, with navies and statements 
from the United States and Russia backing the Republic of Cyprus' right to exploit its economic 
resources. Cypriot president Demetris Christofias warned that if Ankara persists with its gunboat 
diplomacy, "there will be consequences which, for sure, will not be good." Israeli Deputy Foreign 
Minister Danny Ayalon told the Greeks that "If anyone tries to challenge these drillings, we will meet 
those challenges" and his government enhanced security not only for its own maritime fields but also 
for drilling areas in Cypriot waters. On at least one occasion, Israeli warplanes have confronted 
Turkish ships. 

Such clear signals of resolve are welcome. As the European Union pushes Greece to drill for 
hydrocarbons to find new sources of income, it should also support Athens declaring its EEZ, reject 
AKP troublemaking vis-Ã -vis Kastelorizo, and clearly indicate the dire results for Turkey of any 
trouble-making toward an island now happily renowned for its diving and snorkeling. 

Mr. Pipes (www.DanielPipes.org) is president of the Middle East Forum and Taube 
distinguished visiting fellow at the Hoover Institution of Stanford University. Â© 2012 
by Daniel Pipes. All rights reserved. 

Related Topics: Turkey and Turks | Daniel Pipes This text may be reposted or forwarded so long as it is 
presented as an integral whole with complete information provided about its author, date, place of publication, 
and original URL. 

 

Securities Industry Cyber Crime 



 
One of the biggest issues facing individuals and investors these days is the 
problem of cyber crime. While the systems we use as well as our custodians 
and those whose platforms we use have, in many cases, multiple layers of 
security and firewall protection, hackers and thieves still, somehow manage to 
infiltrate even the most "secure" systems. As has been reported in my industry's 
press: 

"So worried is the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority Inc. about the rise in e-mail-
related fraud and theft that it sent out twin alerts Jan. 27 about the problem, one to 
investors and one to advisers.  

Finra thinks that your firm and your clients are potential targets, particularly of crooks 
who gain illicit access to an investor's e-mail account, which then would allow them to 
send a legitimate-looking e-mail to the client's brokerage or custodian with instructions to 
transfer money out of the account.  

With this and other scams becoming more widespread, the experts with whom I have 
spoken with said that advisers should take the lead in keeping their customers out of 
harm's way....." 

In light of the foregoing, it is reasonable for investors to wonder just how safe 
their investments are. Obviously, virtually all involved on our side of the table 
have, aside from the aforementioned security, insurance in place that covers 
investors in the event of fraudulent losses. However, that is little comfort for 
those who need to get funds from their accounts or need to execute other 
investment instructions and find that it is impossible to do so until the fraud is 
uncovered and the issue tracked down and resolved.  
 
For our clients, both the custodian holding the account and me requires this: we 
will not execute transaction instructions (i.e. withdrawal of funds, change in 
platform objectives, purchase or sales, etc.) in the absence of specific written 
instructions. Written instructions do not include email. It must be in writing 
with the account holder(s) original signature(s) provided.  
 
While nothing is ever 100% foolproof, the foregoing requirement goes a long 
way toward addressing the issue raised by FINRA in the instant item reported. 
Hopefully, our requirement provides some additional level of peace of mind.  
 
A few things that investors can do to protect themselves as well as friends and 
others in their Email and Facebook address books, aside from the obvious anti-
virus, anti-spam and firewall programs are: 
 



1. Make sure the aforementioned programs are current and up to date on all of 
your computers and cell phones. 
 
2. Periodically change the password on your Email and Facebook accounts and 
make sure that they are a mixture of both letters and numbers. 
 
3. Protect your addressees' privacy (and security) by remembering to use the 
"bcc" option when sending mail to multiple recipients. All Email clients and 
programs have this option available. This hides the Email addresses of     
recipients (see this and other of my Emails as an example). 
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